Creating a Creative Brief

Company Name:

Contact Details:

Project Owner:

Preferred Contact Method:

Brief Title:

Deadlines:
(try not to say ASAP a realistic date is appreciated)
Do you have a specific deadline or event?

Budget:
(be honest)
The Creative can offer advice on what they can achieve within your budget

Project Overview:

What’s Required:
(Is it part of ongoing project?)
Draw attention to previous projects
Does it need to work alongside any other existing marketing?

Must Haves:

Provide copy elements in a clear document such as Word or Google Docs
outlining the ‘header’, ‘subhead’, ‘body copy’ and ‘call to action’.
Outline the existing brand identity elements: Colour palettes, typefaces, icon

Definitely Don’t Want:

Brands You Love:

Imagery Usage:
For print you’ll need high-resolution imagery or vectors (if Illustrator).
Supplied Photography: 300dpi .tiff .jpg If you’re unable to provide the images, are you happy
for us to source stock imagery?
Supplied Illustrations: Vectors saved as .ai .eps .svg with all links packaged and fonts
open-source (or outlined if it’s part of the brand identity package)

File Formats:

Nice to Have:

(loves and hates are often helpful and be subjective about what you’d like to see)
Examples of styles that you like, potentially competitors but it could be anything you have
come across that resonated with you.
If it’s our first time working with you, we’d also love to know more about you and your
business. We’ll send you a brand strategy document to help us build out your persona but if
you’re using another agency you may need to provide some additional info to help them
create design that reflects your business and personality. As a basic starter we’d advise:
A short summary of your business and company values
3 descriptive words to describe your company / your audience / perfect client

What’s Next:

(any other projects coming up that we should be mindful of?)
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